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1. Introduction

In this talk we report on work done within the Higgs XS WorkingGroup 1 and summarize
Higgs boson production and decay from Tevatron to LHC [1, 2, 3].

Common and correlated theoretical inputs (cross sections,PDFs, SM inputs, etc.) require the
highest standards on the theoretical side. The goal of the WGhas been to give precise common
inputs to the experiments to facilitate the combination. The major effort has been devoted to dis-
cuss computation of cross sections and branching ratios forthe SM Higgs and for the Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) Higgs bosons, including the still-remaining theoretical
uncertainties.

The Higgs XS WG is now moving into second phase, beyond fully inclusive quantities. Here
we briefly summarize the roadmap. Definition ofcontrol - regionis one place where the theoretical
input will be mostly relevant: for any given observable the strategy will be to invert cuts and go from
signal enhancement to background enhancement. Then one uses data to normalize background and
theory to compute changes in background when inverting cuts. Thus a common recipe is needed for
extrapolation from control to signal regions (e.g. QCD scales, PDF error, etc.) When talking about
systematic uncertainties we have thetheory drivenones: if total cross sections yield normalization,
differential ones are relevant for the shape of discriminating quantities.

New activities require an unprecedented precision and the area of Monte Carlo (MC) at next-
to-leading order (NLO) will become important as next step for exclusive calculations requiring
differential distributions for Higgs signal, for example Higgs pT, comparison between lowest-order
(LO) Parton Shower MC and NLO MC, normalization to next-to-next leading order (NNLO). One
last set of problems to solve: the extension of theoretical uncertainty (THU) definition in exclusive
Higgs cross sections and the inclusion of signal and background interference effects. The latter, at
the moment, is mostly done with LO MC. Then, how to extrapolate to higher order (e.g.qq/gg→
γγ ,qq/gg→WW/ZZ→ lν lν etc.)?

Clearly, the reliability of results needs theoretical input and we have proposed to study the-
oretical errors of SM backgrounds to Higgs search with common ATLAS and CMS cuts. In the
following sections we discuss few (selected) items, statusof gluon - gluon fusion, theoretical un-
certainties and pseudo-observables at hadron colliders that represent a tiny fraction of the huge
activity in the Higgs XS WG.

2. The importance of beingNnLO

Recent years have seen an impressive amount of new results atNnLO, an important step be-
cause NLO is the first order where reliable predictions can beobtained but NNLO is the first order
at which a reliable estimate of the error can be given, see Ref. [4, 5, 6, 7]. Usually these calcula-
tions are (fully) inclusive, but experiments have finite acceptances and a considerable amount of
progress has been achieved also for exclusive quantities, e.g. differential K-factors.

1https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics
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2.1 Theoretical uncertainties

Here we present a short list of sources for theoretical uncertainties. For signal cross sections
one has to include: parametric errors and their propagation; electroweak (EW) corr, e.g. renor-
malization scheme [8, 9]; QCD⊗/⊕ EW corr (factorized or added?) [10]; QCD scales (renor-
malizationµR, factorizationµF ); here the main problem is the definition of a central value, the
range of variation and the scan strategy; PDF uncertainties[11, 12]. For background treatment:
LO × K-factor or NLO? Is there a practical way of including the interference of background with
signal [13], etc.? It is worth nothing that THUs are 100% correlated between the two experiments.

The concept of THU and its use require few basic rules and an agreement within the commu-
nity: sets of options in different calculations should be homogeneous; if one calculation includes
a newoption its physical origin should be motivated and its inclusion accepeted, in which case all
codes should include it. If different calculations includehomogeneous sets of options the difference
beween central values should be considered with particularcare, unless the central value itself re-
flects a specific choice for thepreferred setupwith different choices in different calculations. If all
options, including the preferred setup, are congruent thendifferences in the central values cannot
by justified by THU. We can ask the following question: is there aµR problem in QED? The answer
is yesbut, is it a problem? This time the answer is no because there is a physical subtraction point
available, i.e.q2 = 0. Next question would be: is there aµR in the EW theory? Yes, of course, but,
once again physical input data are available. Do we have large logarithmic corrections surviving
renormalization? Yes, we have, but there is a very simple solution: useGF - scheme and notα(0),
i.e. resum the large logarithms.

What to do in QCD? Resummation is the keyword but, admittedly, it is not always available.
Therefore, the most useful keyword will beminimization. To understand the problem consider
a physical observable which is affected by (large) QCD corrections. Since we have no analogue
of GF our LO calculation will always contain logarithms ln(s/µR) wheres is the scale where we
want to study the process. Ideally, one should find a scales0 where some data is available and
renormalization means the replacement ln(s/µR)→ ln(s/s0) ands0 should not be far away from
s. This is not (yet) possible in QCD, so the question will translate into,how do I chooseµR? The
guideline will besetµR to s, or, in other words, make sure that you don’t change much by going
to the next order. This is easy in a one-scale process but in any multi-scale process one will have
other additional large logarithms, say of arguments/s′. What to do? SelectµR andµF , process by
process, in such a way that when going from NnLO to Nn+1LO you minimize the effect of the new
corrections. The recipe is the best simulation of a subtraction at some physical point close to the
relevant scale. In jargon this is calleddynamical scale.

Next, we show a nice example of THU, reflecting its statistical meaning. Consider gluon-
gluon fusion, the optimal choice for a fixed-order calculation is to set the scale atMH/2, which is
fully justified once we have NNL re-summation [14], Therefore, the practical recipe for a multi -
scale problem will be to select a dynamical scale forµ and to varyµmin ≤ µ ≤ µmax, where the
scale and its range of variation are selected to (reasonably) minimize large logarithmic corrections.
An example, relevant for LHC @ 7TeV, is given by the production cross section in gluon - gluon
fusion atMH = 165GeV showing perfect consistency, see Ref. [4, 15] and Ref. [6]

• De Florian, Grazziniσ = 8.45+0.64
−0.66(scale)+0.33

−0.27(PDF+ αs)
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• Anastasiou et al.σ = 8.54+0.64
−0.78(scale)+0.34

−0.28(PDF+ αs)

3. A new language?

Higgs boson decays are considered, in the experimental analyses, as on-shell Higgs bosons decay-
ing according to their BR’s, including higher order effects. However, the quantities that can be
directly measured in the (LHC) experiments are cross sections, asymmetries, etc., called “Realis-
tic observables” (RO). In order to determine quantities like Higgs boson masses,partial widths or
couplings from theRO a deconvolution procedure (unfolding some of the higher-order corrections,
interference contributions etc.) has to be applied. These secondary quantities are called “pseudo
observables” (PO) [16]. Therefore, the main question that we are going to address is about the
meaning of any future comparison (theory versus data) where, for instance,Γ(H → γγ) computed
atn-loops is compared with something extracted from the data with much less precision and, some-
times, in a way that is not completely documented. Without loss of generality it will be useful to
introduce an elementary glossary of terms: In conclusion, the only purpose of this Section has been

RD = real data

RO = going fromreal datato distributions with cuts definesROexp,

e.g. from diphoton pairs(E, p) to M(γγ); given a model, e.g. SM,ROth can be computed

PO = transform theuniversal intuitionof aQFT-non-existingquantity into anarchetype,

e.g.σ(gg→ H),Γ(H→ γγ), ROth(MH,Γ(H → γγ), . . .)

fitted toROexp (e.g.ROexp=M(γγ)) defines and extractsM H etc.

to state the problem and the possible way to solutions, conventional but unique:

on-shell→ |H >→ |f > ← does not exist

↓

well defined ← ROth
f (µH Γ(Hc→ f ) , . . .)

ROexp → µH , Γ(Hc→ f )←extracted

4. Conclusions

In conclusion NnLO corrections are important, they are known is several cases, e.g. QCD up
to NNLO for gluon-gluon fusion; refinements are available, e.g. resummation and EW effects,
supporting the statement that theoretical predictions arewell under control. Fully exclusive NLO
(or higher) programs exist that allow us to compute corrections in the presence of cuts and the
experimental collaborations are starting to use them.

Finally, we need a consistent definition of mass, width, couplings of the Higgs boson to publish
results in such a way that theorists can later enter their general model parameters and see how well
data constrain this model.
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